3rd Annual Theistic Ethics Workshop
College of William and Mary
All talks are in Blow 201

Thursday, October 5th

7pm “Holy, Holy, Holy”
Mark C. Murphy (Georgetown University)
Chair: Noah Lemos (College of William and Mary)
7:45pm Q&A

8:30pm Reception

Friday, October 6th

9:00am “Divine Moral Exemplars and Human Virtue”
Speaker: Rebecca Stangl (University of Virginia)
Chair: Christian Miller (Wake Forest University)
9:45am Q&A

10:30am Break

10:50am “Divine Friendship and Moral Motivation”
Speaker: Anne Jeffrey (University of Southern Alabama)
Chair: 11:35am Q&A

12:20 pm Lunch

2pm “Does Theism make a Practical Difference?”
Speaker: Dan Moller (University of Maryland-College Park)
Chair: Hannah Winckler-Olick (College of William and Mary)
2:45 Q&A

3:30pm Break

3:50pm “What is Glory?”
Speaker: Paul Silva (University of Pennsylvania)
Chair: Andrew Moon (Virginia Commonwealth University)
4:35pm-5:20 Q&A
Saturday, October 7th

9am     “Theological Voluntarism and the Metaphysics of Moral Explanations”
        Speakers: Daniel Fogal (NYU) and Olle Risberg (Uppsala University)
        Chair: Philip Swenson (College of William and Mary)
        9:45am Q&A

10:30am Break

10:50am “Moral Indulgences”
        Speakers: Rebecca Chan (San Jose State U) and Dustin Crummett (U of Notre Dame)
        Chair: 11:35am Q&A

12:20 pm Lunch at Paul’s Deli

2pm     “Sins of Thought”
        Speaker: Mark Schroeder (University of Southern California)
        Chair: Joshua Gert (College of William and Mary)
        2:45 Q&A

3:30pm Break

3:50    “Whose Fault is Hell?”
        Speaker: Laura Ekstrom (College of William and Mary)
        Chair: Mark Murphy (Georgetown University)
        4:35-5:20pm Q&A